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Proximate Commuting
Project Overview

Statement of Funded Research
The data compiled during this assessment is intended to provide
recommendations and guidance to transportation organizations and/or commuter
assistance programs that might consider the development and implementation of
a proximate commuting program within their locality. All preliminary phases of the
research have been documented in this tech memo, so that lessons learned
during this process could be applied to any future replication of effort.
The results of this analysis are being provided to the FOOT through this technical
memoranda and final report. Copies of this final report may be provided by
request to the FOOT Research Office, the State Public Transportation
Administrator, the Manager of the Transit Office and to the Bank of America,
which participated in the analyses. This research is being funded through a grant
from the Florida Department of Transportation.

Research Abstract
Transportation Demand Management strategies are those methods of reducing
demand on the transportation system through behavioral change: either by
reducing the distance traveled by the commuter, or by adjusting the time of travel
outside peak hours of congestion . These techniques are distinguished from
supply-side tactics that seek to increase the transportation system capacity by
building new roads, widening existing roads, or constructing new parking facilities.
There are various strategies aimed at reducing transportation demand, whether
redistributing traffic across peak hours of travel, or shifting mode away from
single-occupant vehicle (SOV) trip making. By spreading the demand for
transportation across peak hours and across days, the time and distance
commuters spend in the system can be minimized. Telecommuting, for example,
enables an employee who works from home to minimize both time and distance
required to commute to work. Alternately, ridesharing maximizes the capacity of
vehicles - increasing the number of riders in a private vehicle or increasing bus or
rail ridership - resulting in fewer individual vehicles on the road at a given
moment.
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While these methotls for reducing traffic congestion frequently are the primary
focus of local transportation management organizations or regional commuter
assistance programs, they often conflict with the common American affinity for
driving alone in one's personal vehicle. A proximate commuting program is an
alternate TDM strategy that enables commuters to retain use of their private
automobile, while still reducing the demand on the transportation system. An
employer-sponsored proximate commuting program seeks to match eligible
employees with the job-site location closest to their home, thereby reducing the
time and distance spent commuting to work.
This project was intended to explore the potential benefits and potential obstacles
to implementation of a proximate commuting program within a multi-site
employer. By securing the participation of a selected employer in Hillsborough
County, Florida, the project sought to utilize rea~time data to explore this strategy
and assess the impacts of the program on transporation behavior. If the
research and early feasibility assessment proved positive, the further intention of
the research was to provide operational and marketing recommendations on how
to develop and implement a proximate commuting program.

This project was intended to explore the potential benefits and potential obstacles to implementation of
a proximate commuting program within a multi-site employer in Hillsborough County, Florida.

Methodology
This research project was undertaken to determine the benefts and obstacles to
employers and the public, during the development of a proximate commuting
program. The project also explored the unique issues that would help or hinder
this process. To reach the objectives of this project, the research team
commenced with a review of the current literature on otherproximate commuting
projects. Because this is still a relatively new area of transportation demand
management, the available documentation of other programs is limited. A
summary of current findings is provided under the section of this report titled
Literature Review.
Following the literature review, the project team reached agreement on thecriteria
that would be needed to select an appropriate local employer as a partner in
research. The criteria were identified as:
■

A multi-site employer (more than 10 locations)

■

An employer with a wide geographic dispersion of branch locations

■

An employer with multiple locations throughout Hillsborough County

■

A business category for which jobs may be easily interchangeable

■

An employer which has geographically dispersed competitors
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■

An employer with a publio- or community-oriented focus

Based in part on the findings of focus groups held as part of the Washington
State Department of Transportation's research strategy~ the project team limited
its consideration of potential partners to six different banks within Hillsborough
County. These included: AmSouth, First Union, Bank of Tampa, Huntington,
SunTrust, and Bank of America.
The research team verified the number of branch-offices for each of the potential
banks, and plotted these using a geographic information system (GIS). Upon
identifying that the Bank of America (BOA) branch offices far outnumbered all of
the other banks combined, the decision was made to pursue a parhering
relationship with BOA. Representatives from the bank were contacted, and
preliminary discussions ensued.
The project benefited from the initial enthusiasm on the part of bank
representatives. From early in the project, marketing managers and reswrce
managers from the Bank of America expressed· a great deal of interest in
proximate commuting as an employee retention strategy. Subsequent interviews
with branch managers revealed the range of perceived benefits of this program;
these discussions are included in Chapter Four of this report.
Upon Bank of America's verbal expression of interest and their initial willingness
to get involved and participate as a case study, the research team began
processing preliminary data on the location of each Bank of America branch in
Hillsborough County. This involved assigning geographic data-points to each of
the physical bank locations, to which the employee home addresses could later
be attributed.
Delays in securing higher-level corporate agreement were an hitial hindrance in
using real-time data for employees living throughout Hillsborough County. There
were some legal concerns about the release of data, which could be an issue for
companies considering widespread implementation. These and related obstaces
are explored in Chapter Four.
As a local partner in this project, Bank ofAmerica was relied upon to provide
demographic data that was used by the researchers to plot the distances from
work-to-home of all Hillsborough County Bank of America employees, and
thereby make assessments of the potential for reductions in traffic congestion
through implementation of a proximate commuting program. The Bank also
provided contact information for each of its branch managers, who were
contacted for telephone interviews.
In advance of the calls being made, the Bank of America corresponded via email
to all of its managers, apprising them of the project, and alerting them to expect
an upcoming telephone call. This simple communication minimized the need for
CUTR to engage in lengthy explanations to each interviewee over the purpose of
the call. It also precluded any negative feedback from respondents, who may
otherwise have declined to participate in the interviews.
1

Mullins, G., and C. Mullins. "Proximate Commuting: A Demonstration Projed of A Strategic Commute Trip
Reduction Program," Final Technical Report. Washington State Department of Transportation, November 1995.
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The branch managers provided qualitative reslX)nses to research questions,
including their sentiments on whether this program would have benefits to
employees and to the bank, whether the corporate climate was likely to help or
hinder this type of program, and whether there were factors that would lilely
contribute to an associate's participation in proximate commuting.
While predominantly speculative in nature, these initial reactions by management
were valuable in generating unique perspectives on elements of the program that
had not previously been identified through the literature review. The series of
questions is included in this technical memorandum, and may be valuable when
used by commuter assistance programs and/or transit agencies trying to discern
employer needs. Their responses were comµled and summarized and are
included in Chapter Four.
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Literature Review
Summary of Literature
In this task, researchers reviewed the few previous studies on the development
and implementation of proximate commuting programs that were instituted within
various employment sites around the country. The findings described below
focus primarily on the implementation of proximate commuting programs in
Washington State and Detroit, Michigan.

Key Bank Case Study:
In the mid-1990s, the Washington State Department of Transportation
commenced an effort to determine whether long distance commuting was
perceived as undesirable by employers and employees, and to gauge whether
deliberate efforts match more employees with jobs closer to their home address
could help to minimize such commutes. By partnering with the Key Bank,
researchers initiated a demonstration project that tested the practical application
of proximate commuting among eligible employees. The program generated the
following conclusions:

Program Benefits
In order to implement a proximate commuting program, employers were expected
to need clear-cut evidence of the fiscal savings. Illustrating the bottom-line
savings to the employer was seen as a pivotal strategy in securing employer
participation. In order to promote the program as part of the company's benefits
package, it was necessary to highlight the various benefits to be accrued to the
participating employer. The main benefits to the employer included: decreased
tardiness; improved employee morale; increased productivity; and increased
employee retention. The Key Bank emphasized the uniqueness of the program
to decision-makers, as one in which benefits are derived daily - every time a
worker drives to a closer work site - and shared jointly between employee and
employer.
The Key Bank program also documented the primary benefits to the employee
as: minimizing time spent in traffic; creating additional free time to spend with
families; enabling the employee to be more relaxed, alert, and better prepared
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upon arrival to work; enabling the employee to arrive at home after work less
stressed from traffic.

Employer & Employee Eligibility
Focus groups conducted at the outset of the Key Bank project attempted to
define employment categories that were most likely to be conducive for .
implementing proximate commuting programs. The participants in the focus
groups included major regional manufacturing companies, a major retail chain, a
home improvement retailer, the medical community, and city government
agencies, among others.
The focus groups concluded that proximate commuting would likely work best in
large metropolitan areas that have a sizeable number of mult~site employers with
a large number of local offices or branch locations. This process also determined
that among the various employment categories thought to consider implementing
the program, a few were considered to be ideal. These were: medical
businesses, fast-food, coffee retail, department store chains, banks, gas station$,
copy centers, pharmacies, and grocery store chains.
Certain corporate-characteristics were also thought to make one employer more
plausible in adopting proximate commuting. over another. These included:
■

Employers with an environmentally-conscious corporate culture

■

Employers with a community-conscious corporate culture

■

Employers that are attuned to local and regional transportation issues

■

Employers with family-friendly policies

The focus groups also attempted to discern the characteristics of the ideal
employee who would be both eligible, and most prone, to participate in proxirrate
commuting. The consensus was that employees who have jobs that can easily
be replicated, those who are employed on an hourly basis, and those for whom
their employment may not be deemed a "career path," were the most likely to
participate. The last characteristic, "career path," was intended to differentiate
professional employees seeking long-term, upwardly mobile career
advancement. These employees, it was perceived, were likely to be more
concerned with doing a job wherever there existed the greaest potential for longterm gain. These professionals were seen as not likely to allow commute
distance to dissuade them from work.
Of the employees who were "more likely" to pursue enrollment in a proximate
commuting program, the Washington study detennined certain thresholds, which
would help to define their eligibility to participate:
■

Employees with an anticipated 30% reduction in commute time or distance

■

Employees with satisfactory or better performance evaluations

6
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■

Employees who agree to complete before-and-after trip logs and suNey
forms

Program Implementation
Research on proximate commuting programs has determined that employees are
more apt to participate if their employer endorses and promotes the program.
Therefore, the Key Bank demonstration project recomnended that interested
employers should help to identify alternate work sites, encourage proximate
home-work locations during the hiring process, help existing employees to swap
jobs when their commute distances facilitate this, and allow voluntary transfas to
new locations within the company.
The emphasis on creating a formal program is strong. Less formal programs that
merely encourage locating close-to-home, may take far longer to see results, and
may result in the company failing to recognize benefis from the effort.
The Washington experience identified four primary opportunities, to achieve th€!
objectives of proximate commuting: 1) when an employee is first hired and is
either assigned to or is allowed to choose the work-site closest to his or her home
address; 2) when available job opportunities arise within the company, and
interested employees are wai~listed for ~ransfers; 3) when two employees with
opposite commutes pursue a direct job-swap to minimize travel distances; and 4)
when an employee chooses to relocate his or her place of residence to live closer
to the job site.
In order to implement the program within the Key Bank, the program focused on
existing employees who experienced the greatest commute distance.
Researchers initially conducted a review of the long-distance commutes of
employees at 150 branches. This yielded a narrowed focus of 30 individual
branches where the program was ultimately implemented.
After presentations were made at each branch where the program would be
implemented, employees were given information packets describing the program
and providing enrollment materials. Employees received sign-up procedures,
guidelines of the program, a 1-page survey form, an enrollment form, and a map
of all branch locations.
To initiate participation, the employee was asked to complete an enrollment form,
and on it, to identify the three closest branches of preference, including the
estimated commute time and distance. The program provided mileage detail
from the center of the zip code that housed the employee's home address; the
transfer was charted in an "as the crow flies" manner, with calculations that
gauged the likely reductions in miles traveled.
The human resources department administered the program, with outside
consulting assistance. program promotions were conducted through the creation
and distribution of posters and articles in the company newsletter, intended to
generate interest and increase employee involvement.

7
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Four Options for a Proximate Commuting
Time of hire implementation
Waiting list for matches
Job-swap of opposite commutes
Relocating home to achieve doser proximity to work

Obstacles to Implementation
Throughout the months of implementation, the Washington projectencountered
some difficulty in carrying out the program. These obstacles included: employee
hesitation and fear of change; corporate reorganizations; negative sentiments by
employees associated with perceived pass-over for promotions; and difficulties ~n
employees adjusting to the existing culture at the new branch-location.
The perceived risks to initially implementing, or later carrying out the program
included:
■

Fear of loss of seniority when transferring

■

Breaking up of effective work groups

■

Restrictions of site specfic jobs

■

Natural resistance to change

■

Communications issues between operations and human resources

■

The need to demonstrate effectiveness

Results
A total of 500 Key Bank employees in three counties were given the opportunity
to enroll in this voluntary program. The result was a 65% reduction in miles
traveled and a 35% drop in the longest commute among participants.
The Key Bank demonstration project was conducted at 30 individual branches,
where an initial review determined that 83% of the employees lived closer to an
average of 1O different branches than the branch where they were presently
employed.
This demonstration project produced 85 people who enrolled in the program. Of
them, 21 transferred jobs due to posted openings; 2 traded work-sites with each
other; 23 were waiting to be transferred when openings became available; and 39
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were deleted from the program, due to terminations, promotions, leaves of
absence, or other reasons.

The Key Bank Demonstration Project resulted in a 65% reduction in miles traveled, and a 35%
reduction in the longest commute, among the program's participants.

Detroit, Michigan Case Study
Researchers at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, conducted an
analysis of the expected savings to be gleaned from modeling the employee
preferences for in a proximate commuting program. 2 While researchers
considered anticipated future vacancy rates, the North Carolina study was utilized
to gain further insights into the benefits and implementation challenges
surrounding proximate commuting.
Subsequent work conducted by the UNC research team sought to explore the
motivations of employees that might drive their participation in a proximate
commuting program. Using data garnered from the program's application within a
commercial bank in metropolitan Detroit, Michigan, the researchers found that the
primary motivations include: gender, expected improvements in accessibility, and
better job-related prospects. 3
The Michigan study was also intended to explore the viability of promoting
prQximate commuting as a means to improve job accessibility and working
conditions - the outcome of which would be a reduction in vehicle miles traveled
and less time spent commuting to work. After administering a survey to bank
tellers distributed throughout 29 individual branches, researchers found that
approximately 25% of respondents were interested in taking advantage of the
program. These results serve to emphasize that even relatively small
improvements to the accessibility of an employees' commute can have significant
perceived value.

Survey Findings
The survey conducted of bank employees in a company with 29 individual
branches throughout the Southeastern Michigan region, received approximately
117 usable and completed responses out of a distribution to 148 tellers. The
demographics of respondents was as follows:
■

90% of respondents were female

2

Rodriguez, Daniel A, "Proximate Commuting: Hype or Potential? Evaluating is Commuting Savings,"
Department of City and Regional Planning; University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.
Rodriquez, Daniel A , "Modeling Employees' Adoption of Proximate Commute," Department of City and Reg ional
Planning; University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill; Transportation Research Board Submittal, January 2002.

3
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■

Average age: 34

■

50% reported being married

■

32% are the primary source of household income

The preponderance of workers (97%) surveyed reported that they drive to work
and enjoy free parking at their work site. Almost all live within 30minutes of their
job, although three-quarters live within :15 minutes of work. Approximately onethird lives within only a five-minute drive of their branch (average time spent
commuting was 19.2 minutes).
30% live within 5 minutes of work
75% live within 15 minutes of work

The survey data also illustrated that the majority of employees currently live wihin
1O kilometers of a bank branch, nearly half of than within 3 km. One quarter of
the total respondents (both full time and part time employees) indicated they
would be willing to move to at least one otter identified branch location.
Furthermore, nearly 80% of those surveyed were found not to work at the branch
nearest them, giving rise to the notion of proximate commuting as a viable traffic
mitigation strategy.

Factors Contributing to Program Launch
In the Michigan study, researchers surmised that in order to facilitate getting a
program started, employees must be both able to decrease their commute trip by
moving to a location where a functionally similar job existed, aid willing to do so
voluntarily. Further, the employer must agree with the transfer and allow the
relocation.
Researchers concluded that the success of a program ultimately hinges on there
being sufficient benefits accruing to the employee, to the extert that the
advantages afforded by a close or shorter commute outweigh any costs
associated with the relocation. This relates directly to the employees' perceptions
of the relative value of choosing to transfer to an office closer to home.

Gauging Employee Preferences
Using results from a survey of tellers within a bank in Michigan, researchers found
that 25% would be willing to decrease their home-to-work journey by relocating to
a closer bank branch.
The study assumed a conceptual willingness, such tha if employees were shown
that the benefits outweigh the costs of relocating, they were assumed to be willing
to participate. The three categories thought to be motivating factors in
determining this willingness were:

10
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■

expected changes in accessibility,

■

expected changes in work-related issues, and

■

expected changes in personal lifestyle
25% of respondents would be willing to relocate to at least one other branch
80% of tellers do not work at the branch closest to their homes

Beyond practical benefits received, such as reductions in vehicle miles traveled,
employees must experience certain other needs that would cause them to
relocate their work environment:

Accessibility
This study found that improvements in accessibility are a strong motivator for employees to be willing· to relocate for work. This includes the availability of
various travel choices (auto, transit), the cost to commute, and the personal
choice of mode selected by the employee. Transit users and those who have
lengthy commutes were perceived to look strongly at improvements in
accessibility as a determinant for becoming involved in proximate commuting.

Work Factors
In a tight labor market, attracting entry-level employees into jobs that may be
perceived as having a limited "career lad:Jer," such as bank-telling, can be
difficult. Furthermore, these types of jobs tend to experience higher rates of
turnover, exacerbating the need to hire and sustain qualified and satisfied
employees. Proximate commuting seeks to improve employee satisaction with
shorter travel distances, and thereby reduce turnover- a less likely occurrence
when employees are contented with their existing work environment.

Personal Lifestyle Factors
Other perceived benefits expected to help determine an employee's wllingness
to participate in a program are the reductions in stress, and reduced
transportation-related expenditures, thought to accrue from shorter commutes.

Gender and Dual-Incomes
The role of sex as an influencing factor in an employee's willingness touse
proximate commuting was not clearly determined by the Michigan survey.
Researchers suggest that on the whole, women may be more likely than men
already to work closer to home- the assumption being that women may engage
in more domestic responsibilities than men - and may therefore be disinclined to
participate in a structured program. This rationale suggests generating greater
interest among women to opt for a shorter commute when available.
11
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However, in model tests, the Michigan study found that femaes were far less
receptive to a proximate commuting program than men. One suggestion offered
by researchers to explain this, is that women be more risk-averse than males,
which could result in a diminished willingness to deviate from existing work
patterns.
Where dual-income households prevail, researchers demonstrate a positive
correlation between one or both members of the household being more interested
in proximate commuting. The assumption is that two careers may necessitate
one or both members of Ile household commuting a longer distance between
home and work. This was found to be a consideration among potential
participants.
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Data Collection
I

Quantitative and Qualitative Data Required
Overview
To address the objectives of this research project, CUTR initially worked to
identify and partner with a local employer with geographically disbursed
employees, a condition that would enable real time data calculations. The results
could then be presented to the local partner in order to highlight the perceived
benefits to the business, upon implementation of a proximate commuting
program. This section describes the preparation of the data, as necessary for
inclusion in the report of findings.

Selection of a Local Partner
Based on the criteria identified in similar demonstration projects, the research
team sought to involve a representative of the banking industry as a partner in
this feasibility study. With a large number of branch locations dispersed
geographically throughout the region, and a high number of employees (bank
tellers) with reasonably interchangeable job descriptions, this was thought to be
the most practical choice for collaboration. CUTR initially verified the number of
branch-offices for each of several local banks, and plotted these in mapped
format. Upon identifying that the Bank of America (BOA) branch offices far
outnumbered all of the other banks combined, the decision was made to pursue a
partnering relationship with BOA. Representatives from the bank were contacted,
and preliminary discussions ensued.
CUTR made an initial presentation to the resource managers for the corporate
region that included Hillsborough County, to give a brief overview of the research
intent, and to secure their interest in participating. While interest was high among
those to whom the presentation was made, there was a degree of concern about
the level of involvement by bank personnel, as well as apprehension about the
release of data.
CUTR was asked to prepare a scope of work that would outline the precise
involvement of Bank of America in the conduct of this research. In it, researchers
were asked to outline the specific data that would be needed, and planned uses
of that information. Concerns about maintaining confidentiality were paramount,
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and bank personnel wanted assurances that employee names would not be
needed along with their home addresses.
CUTR prepared the requested work plan and submitted it to the Bank of America,
which then forwarded the documentation to their legal department. After
completing its review (which took approximately two weeks), the Bank approved
their participation in this project and confirmed that the data could be released. At
that point, the Bank contacts sent electronic data files that listed all of be
Hillsborough County branch offices with telephone numbers and branch manager
names, for the conduct of qualitative interviews.
The Bank attempted to send similar electronic data sets that encapsulated the
addresses of home employees for mapping; howeva-, these files unable to be
opened, due to incongruous file formatting. This created a delay in plotting
employee home addresses, but was not an insurmountable problem. Within
approximately two weeks, new data files were sent (in an Excel Spreadsheet)
which could be opened. However, when the data files were eventually received,
they did not include an identifier that would associate each employee with the
bank to which he or she was assigned. This eliminated the possibility that
calculations could be made on the data, to determine commute patterns, length,
and travel time.
Over the span of a few weeks, many telephone and e-mail communications
occurred between the researchers and contacts at the bank, in an attempt to
request and receive the necessary data. The requests for data were made
internally within Bank of America and sent from the Hillsborough County offices to
a corporate personnel office in Miami, Florida. Often, communicating
electronically (within the same time zones) eliminates geographyfrom being a
hindrance to collaborating on work efforts. However, in this case, because the
research was being conducted outside their region, the associates in Miami who
received the request for data did not observe a sense of urgency in producing the
needed files. This may also have been because the request was unique and
unrelated to banking. In our experience, the more removed a Bank employee
was from full knowledge of this project, the less concerned they seemed to be
about becoming involved. The fad that larger corporations may be located in
different areas from where a proximate commuting project is being undertaken
may necessitate making greater time allowances for receiving necessary data.
After receiving the bank-location assignments, CUTR plotted the home location of
each of the employees assigned to branches within Hillsborough County. These
plotted locations were use to calculate the distances between home and work for
each employee.

Qualitative Data Collection
The purpose of collecting qualitative data from branch managers was to aid in
identifying the perceived benefits and obstacles in offering a proximate
commuting program to Bank of America employees. Gauging initial perceptions
of managers was felt to be useful in revealing internal factors hat may drive
employee behaviors and that may create an environment in which a proximate
commuting program would either thrive or fail.
14
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To collect this information, Bank of America agreed to compile a listing of its
branches within Hillsborough County, including the branch location and address,
telephone number, and name of the branch manager. The Bank further
contacted each of its managers via electronic mail, to alert them to expect
telephone calls from CUTR researchers. This preemptive move enabled he
interviews to be conducted swiftly and without the need for further approvals to be
secured from the Bank's corporate office.
The results of the interviews are presented in Chapter Four.

Qualitative interviews were intended to explore management's perceptions of the benefits and obstacles
of implementing a proximate commuting program within the Bank of America.

Quantitative Data Collection
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The purpose of this section is to quantify the commute distance of Bank of
America employees. Identifying the current commute conditions of the
employees is a critical step in this process. Commute distances are based on
driving distances, without regard to one-way roads or speed conditions. The data
required for such calculations were not readily available and commercial versions
of the data are cost-prohibitive. Ultimately, the data used is public domain data
based on the U.S. Census Bureaus T.I.G.E.R. files. (Topologically Integrated
Geographic Encoding and Referencing system) Bank branches with the most
employees will be analyzed for the average commute of its employees and the
potential savings with proximate commuting.
In this task, researchers utilized data on employee home-address, as provided by
the Bank of America to the research team as an Excel spreadsheet This data
was used to identify and select the locations with the greatest number of
employees. These locations were then differentiated as site-selected branches.
CUTR calculated the distance between the home and work locations for each
employee all Hillsborough County branch locations.
CUTR used geographic information system (GIS) software to plot the data for the
site-selected branches in both map and table format, carefully excluding any
personal information that could otherwise identify individual employees. Specific
data required for this task included: employee home address for all Hillsborough · County branches; a corresponding identifier linking the employees to their
individual branch of employment; and an indicator of whether the employee is
engaged on a full-time or part-time basis.
This data for each branch is presented in detail in Chapter Five.
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Qualitative Findings
Summary of Qualitative Interviews

For this portion of the project, researchers contacted the branch managers at
various locations throughout Hillsborough County, to elicit their responses to a
series of questions related to proximate commuting. All of the managers had
been notified in advance of the interviews, via email sent by the corporate office,
alerting them to expect the calls, and to comply with the interview. This was an
integral component of conducting this research, as it eliminated the need for
lengthy explanations about the project, and removed the possibility that these
calls would be perceived as some form of solicitation. As a result, all of the
branch managers were eager and willing to comply with the questioning.
Initially in the phone calls, the researchers explained proximate commuting in
brief as a transportation strategy that seeks to match employees with work
locations closest to their homes. The idea behind this strategy, it was explained,
is to reduce lengthy automobile trips for work, and thereby, to minimize
associated traffic congestion. Researchers explained that Bank of America had
agreed to partner with CUTR to conduct this pilot research, and that as a part of
the research, they were being asked to respond to questions that would help to
identify benefits or obstacles to implementing this type of program.

Interview Questions:
1) As management, how might you respond to this type of program?
2)

What might be the likely responses from your employees?

3)

What do you perceive as the drawbacks and possible barriers to
implementation?

4)

What participation rate would Bank of America likely consider to be deemed
cost-effective (and hence, 'worth it' to implement)?

5)

Have there been any previous studies done of commuter patterns or the
effect of transportation issues on employee productivity or retention?
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6)

How many employees do you have at your branch?

7)

What is your perception of the number your employees who currently live
nearest to their work site (expected to be anecdotal or speculative)? How do
you define "near'' or "far'' from the office (miles and/or drive-time)?

8)

Do you feel that reducing unnecessary long-distance commutes would be of
benefit to the bank and to the employees? If so, how?

9) What characteristics might define the ideal eligible employee, or the one most

likely to want to participate?
10) What are the characteristics that would render an employee ineligible, or less

likely to want to participate?
11) What organizational characteristics exist that would make this program likely

to be launched and promoted?
12) What organizational characteristics exist, that might prevent this type of

program from being offered?

I

Responses:
As management, how might you respond to this type of program?
Virtually all of the branch managers responded that they would view a proximate
commuting program as a positive benefit. Branch managers perceived Bank of
America as a very flexible and accommodating company that attempts to fulfill the
requests of their employees to the extent possible.

We're Doing It Already

Many respondents stated that Bank of America already supports this concept in
practice, although it was described as a fairly informal process of determining
location preferences of new hires. One respondent stated that the procedure is
currently underway, since job availabilities are posted on the company's intranet,
and employees can pursue transfers. Job swapping was seen as a bit more
difficult, but the sentiment expressed by many managers is that the company is
already doing this internally, albeit informally. No proactive efforts are being
made by the company to institute a formal program at this time, and there is no
preliminary or comprehensive research being done to determine placing
employees nearest to their home location, except in the case of new hires or
allowing transfers when there are available openings.
Management reported that although they would not knowingly want to
inconvenience people by assigning them to locations far from home, they
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reported a number of issues that would need to be taken into account.
Predominant among these was that the needs of the customer be weighed first.
In fact, one respondent indicated that itwas difficult for him to perceive proximate
commuting as a benefit. His perspective was that commuting is often necessary,
for an associate to do the right job. From a career perspective, moving and
commuting may be synonymous with upward mobility, and f the a~sociate were
interested in career progression, he or she would need to travel to the place
where they were most needed. This manager did acknowledge, however, that
there would be some overall improvement in their corporate image, if the program
were promoted as a means to retain quality employees.
Some respondents felt that upper level executives and managers typically
received compensation based on their unique mix of skills, which often included
the need to travel to more distant work locations because of their particular
strengths. For example, managers with proficiency in a second language would
be placed at banking center locations that provided service to a higher
percentage of Spanish-speaking customers. The priority of each branch was to
best meet the needs of the customers, while simultaneously ensuring employee
satisfaction.
One manager cited cases where some geographic regions generate a higher:than average number of loans; an employee with expertise in executing loans
would need to be hired or placed in this banking center accordingly. The
perception was that where management was concerned, wherever the need
existed, that's where the employee should be located. This idea was less
germane for bank tellers, who were described as havirg more interchangeable
job duties.

What might be the likely responses from your employees?
Most managers believed that overall, people probably do try to work close to
where they currently live. Some indicated that they themselves had requested
placement in specific branch locations, so that they could be closer to their
families. The consensus was that most people would enjoy the idea of not having
to drive long distances to get to work. The reasons for this varied:

More Time for Work
Some felt the proximity would enable the employees to spend more time at the
office - arriving early or being more willing to stay late. "When you don't spend a . - .
lot of time commuting, you can spend more time at the office. Lengthy commute
times tend to make people think of the time spent driving to work, as time spent
working ... when really, it's not."
The convenience of being close to home seemed to have benefits for the
employee as well as the bank: the employee could go home for lunch and run
errands during a lunch break. Furthermore, less time spent driving across town to
attend necessary appointments (such as doctor's visits) would result in the
employee being available in the office for a longer period of time.
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More Time with Family
Virtually all respondents felt that the employees would enjoy having more time
available to spend with their families. A commonly reported perception was that
the benefits were likely to accrue to parents of small children, and particularly, to
single-mothers with primary child-care responsibilities.

Economic Savings
The program was also seen as a potential benefit to loweF-wage earning
employees who may have greater transportation challenges, or who may be
more interested in saving money that would otherwise be spent on gas, vehicle
maintenance, and possibly reduced car-insurance rates.

Dynamic Relationships
Some managers who saw the shorter commute as an opportunity to strengthen
customer relationships. 'When you live in the same part of the town in which you
work, you are more in touch with your community, and you start to see customers
outside of the bank environment. You can develop closer relationships with
them."
However, another manager perceived this community proximity as a detriment:
"In this business, we don? always have good news for customers. When you
have customers who are dissatisfied over fees, or when a loan is denied- and
this is particularly true for our personal-bankers- you don't necessarily want to
run into those people while yoore at the grocery store or the local gym.
Sometimes living farther away from where you work can be a good thing.,,

Differing Opinions
Most managers indicated that they would like to have the authority to enable an
associate to work closer to home. Although collectively they felt the employees
would enjoy a proximate commuting program as a benefit, many managers
expressed uncertainty as to which employees would take advantage of the job
relocation option. The reasons for this presumption varied:
□

Lack of Interest in Proximate Job Offerings

For an employee to be willing to transfer to a location closer to home, the nature
of the position at that branch would have to match the interests of the employee.
One manager described an employee who commutes from Dade City into
Temple Terrace, a distance of approximately 35 miles and 55 minutes of
estimated drive time. The employee had pursued alternate job options at a
branch nearer to home, but the work hours and available position held little
appeal for this \JVOrker, so she chose to remain at the more distant branchcommuting to work in a carpool with her husband who works nearby.
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□

Employees May Enjoy the Commute

Many managers had the sense that some employees enjoy the commute,
because it gives them a chance to relax and unwind before arriving at home for
the evening, as well as providing an opportunity to geat=-up for the day, prior to
arriving at the office. One manager, whose commute is 25 minutes with the flow
of traffic, enjoys the commute as an opportunty to clear her head. Another
manager reported having suggested to one of his associates living in Riverview,
that the employee transfer closer to home (a reduction of perhaps 20 miles and
40 minutes); the employee rejected the idea, indicating he enjo}ed the extra
drive time, which he utilized to unwind from his day.
□

Comfortable in Existing Team Environment

Many respondents stated that their associates enjoy the speed and pace of the
customer interactions at their particular branch; this was stated to te true both in
branches with a high sales volume, and in slower-paced banks. Satisfaction with
current management, the existing work environment, and enjoyment of
colleagues was seen as a primary barrier to people choosing to relocate.
"Some people may not want to work five minutes from their house. Many people
want to commute to their current location, because they like the management.
They don't see driving as a disadvantage, because they like the team
environment and management support where they are If youte only in it for the
money, any location close to home would suffice, but for most people who really
enjoy their jobs, their work-environment has a huge bearing_ on that."
□

EJctemal Banking Environment

Many associates also enjoy the relationships they have developed with their
customers, and may be reluctant to leave. ''The fact is that many of the personal
bankers have built up local ties; this is especially true of the sales-force, and less
applicable to the tellers. They make an investment in bcal customer-contact and
in getting to know their clientele. When people relocate, it disrupts relationships."
Also, some managers indicated that their associates might enjoy working in a
cultural setting that could be vastly different from the neighborhood in which they
reside. For instance, if a lower-wage earning bank teller lived in a more
depressed residential area that was affordable on a modest annual income, he or
she may welcome the opportunity to work in a more affluent atmosphere that
provided cultural variation.
Furthermore, some branches may be considered "better'' locations, meaning, the
office may cater to a more influential or affluent customer base that may enable
associates to meet their individual career advancement goals, through sales
volumes and resulting incentives. Personal bankers receive financial incentives
based on how many accounts they open and how many customers they service,
and if an associate works in a branch with few new customers, it's a factor.
"Income potential is an issue. Base salary is one thing, but incentives are a huge
factor - drive time notwithstanding." Choosing to work in a location different from
20
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a home neighborhood may be more desirable for some such employees looking
for opportunities to advance themsaves.
Similarly, some associates may not want to transfer to a branch closer to home, if
it were dominated by non-English speaking associates or customers; such an
associate may thrive in a different environment, despite enduring a longer
commute.
One respondent's experience showed her that relocations should be addressed
on an individual basis. This manager relayed an instance where two employees
at different branches swapped jobs, with the consent of their respective
supervisors. While the switch was rot made as a commute-strategy (but rather as
an attempt to distribute the employees' skil~mix across two very different
branches), each employee now thrives in his or her new location. This manager
felt that if a proximate commuting program were managed well, and if the
management listens to the associates, the benefits could be easily accrued.

Summary
The overriding consensus was that people would welcome proximate commuting
as a positive benefit which would likely boost morale, but only if tte program were
voluntary. It was perceived to be something that would generate positive
sentiment toward Bank of America, as an institution that works to build its team
environment. One of the primary organizational goals of Bank of America is to
~einvest in its existing associates. Proximate commuting was deemed to be
another way of highlighting the efforts the company is already making. It would
add to the "already awesome benefits package that Bank of America currently
offers.'' If it were something that the company instituted as a required policy, the
reactions would be very negative. People would not want a program like this
forced upon them. Many times they do not want to work nearer to home, for
different reasons.

What do you perceive as the drawbacks and possible barriers to
implementation?
Work hours, work schedules, job-classifications, and job-specialties were all
identified as potential barriers to implementing proximate commuting. Trying to
accommodate employees who have location-specific jobs would be almost
impossible, unless the employees were willing to be retrained in a different area,
or unless the company were willing to relocate one of their specialty offices.

Job Availability
The possibility of restructuring positions and schedues was seen as very time
intensive. Managers wondered if accommodating one person at one branch
would mean possibly inconveniencing another person at another branch.
Finding perfect opportunities to swap jobs, where the supply of people with
precise proficiencies and the demand for hours and days of work matched up
equally- was seen as a big challenge. One bank may have a greater need for
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more staff in the early or late hours, and an employee seeking to relocate to that
branch may not find the availa~e schedules conducive to their personal desires.
While the company employs bank-tellers at all of its branches throughout the
county, there are certain banking functions which are centralized to one location.
For instance, the bank's proofing departmert, where the accuracy of every
financial document handled by the bank is verified, is located within one branch
only. Similarly, only one location houses the vault; another single location houses
the entire customer-service call center. Finding a mechanism for these
employees to participate in the opportunity was seen by some as a barrier to
effective program implementation and widespread buy-in.

'Would there be a waiting list? It seems hard to implement a program throughout
the company, when it's not really available to every single associate. Depending
on the position a person has, their job may exist only at one location. At that
point, you either make the commute, or find another job. n

Upward Mobility
Career aspirations were identified as another potential barrier to widespread
participation, thereby making the program harder to fully implement." Associates
seen as on the career track," as opposed to viewing their employment as more
of a "job," were described differently. Those for whom the job is secondary to
other personal issues (parenting, etc.) were predicted to be more likely to want
the job closest to home. Those for whom their position is one step in a
progressive career were perceived as being more willing to take the job wherever
it was located, regardless of distance to home.
11

11

Relocations were seen as possibly limiting career opportunities. There could be a
difference in annual compensation at different branches, solely because of the
volume of customers and corresponding sales-incentives offered to associates.
Therefore, relocations closer to home could have a negative effect on an
associate's annual earnings. On the other hand, an employee who relocated to a
busier branch could experience a greater opportunity to get a raise.

"On some levels, it would be a good benefit, but when you get to a certain level
like management, a person is going to be more likely to emphasize his career, not
whether he's got to drive 30 more minutes to work. If it were a teller, or someone
with a family, someone who's starting out in the industry, they may prefer it. It's
not something that's goirg to work for every associate; only a certain niche
market will be interested. n

Employee Selection
Some managers questioned what would happen if demand for the program
exceeded the bank's ability to accommodate employees; how would selections
be made? If multiple employees all live in the same geographic region of town,
there may not be enough openings at the closest branch, and the need for
selecting who could relocate would pose difficulties. 'Would it be based on
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seniority? Would it be based on salary? The tough part would be trying to
distinguish between who gets to work close to home in those cases."
Also, different levels of competency in associates would be a factor; placing
someone based on their home address could create "lopsided" work
environment, where the skill mix was skewed in one direction or another.
Another issue was the concern that management could advocate for the
relocation of "problem-employees" or those who had failed to achieve positive
evaluations. Several managers indicated that it would be one thing to receive a
transferred employee who was highly skilled and professional, and quite another
to receive a new associate who was a poor-performer.

Team Dynamics
Almost all of the managers stated that for implementation to succeed, there would
be the need to allay fears that employees would be compelled to relocate.
Similar to reasons stated previously, many empoyees were thought to be unlikely
to participate in a program. Primarily, thedisruption of colleagues was seen as·
having a negative effect. "They may be on teams that they've been with for a
long time, and people don't always like change. The positive team dynamic at
individual branches was repeatedly reported to be a strong factor contributing to
employee satisfaction, and hence, requiring relocations closer to home would be
a tremendous barrier to the program being deemed a success.
11

Part-Time Workers
Forecasting employee tenure was seen as a potential obstacle, as well as a
possible benefit. Part time tellers are not likely to be around as long as full-time
tellers, and this was seen as an issue. "It seems like a lot of work where the longrun profitability could be minimal, but, conversely, the job-swap may help to
minimize turnover among part timers.
11

What participation rate would Bank of America likely consider to
be deemed cost-effective (and hence, 'worth it' to implement)?
The responses on this issue varied tremendously among managers. Some
indicated that they didn't know enough about the program and how it would be
"rolled-out" to make an assessment of the likely participation rate. Others gave
very definitive answers about what the company night expect:
■

''A small percentage, maybe 25% of the employees would take advantage of
the program across the board.
11

■

''Anything less than 80% participation would not really be a benefit. It would
have to be on a voluntary basis, and then the benefits tothe bank would be
high. If it were not voluntary, it would be seen as negative.
11

■

"If there were about 60% of people wanting to participate, 'bne branch
manager would be interested in the program.
23
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■

"For a corporate structure, if there were at least 75 or85% of the overall
employment participating, then it might be useful. 11

Many of the managers acknowledged that program success could not be based
on the percentage of all Bank of America employees who participate, since not all
employees would be eligible to relocate. "You'd have to automatically eliminate a
number of the positions- particularly in metropolitan areas- because there are
only a few locations where certain jobs are offered. Those people would have to
be taken out of consideration as part ofthe participation rate. 11
Lower-wage earners were agreed to be the most likely applicants, whereas
higher-wage earning associates may be less directly affected by current
economic conditions (price of gas, automobile ownership), and may not
experience the same motivation to participate.
One manager speculated that from a percentage ratio, tellers would be the
highest number of participants, and that this should be factored into the overall
expectations for the program's success. 'There is a ratio of telers to other
employers of about 5:10. For an overall participation rate, the results are goingto
be fairly low, so the expectations have to be low. What would be a reasonable
number to make it worthwhile? Hare/ to say.
11

"Some people would like it, butthe companycouldnt have huge expectations for
major participation. Most individuals are looking to advance, and they wouldnt
necessarily want to participate. But, there are older associates who may be
looking to retire, and who may want to be closer b home. The company would
have to figure out if the need is really there, before they could promote this.
11

One question raised by a few managers was whether the costs associated with
implementing the program would help the company achieve the results itwould
be seeking. "For the company to get involved, it would have to be cost-effective.
To roll out a program like this, the company would need to draft a policy and
create a procedure - actually write it up and get the policy into all employee
manuals. Then they'd have to distribute it to all of the employees. There are
costs associated with this. Naturally they would ask 1s it going to be worth it?''

Have there been any previous studies done of commuter pattems
or the effect of transportation issues on employee productivity or
retention?
None of the branch managers contacted had any knowledge of a previous study
or any sort of survey or other exploratory look at transportation's effect on
business issues or on employees. Most reported that during the interview
process, job candidates are asked where they would like to be located, and that
the company strives to place people into branches close to their home- but this
is done informally, or on an internal basis with existing employees.
Some managers reported that transportation and commute times are frequently
considered, when hiring or placing part-time employees. Transportation has
been a factor for part-time employees who want to work closer to home, when
24
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they're only traveling for shorter periods of the day. Some employees have
expressed to management that, "It's not worth it to drive all the way across town
for only a few hours of work. The bank was seen as proactive in acknowledging
this, particularly when the part-time employees are students and need to
schedule their work around classes. However, accommodating these unique
schedules may cause the studen~employee to travel further to get to a banking
center that can provide work during the hours the student has available.
11

The Bank of America relies on a model to produce information for each branch,
determining the type of shifts the bank needs filled, as well as the days, times,
and numbers of employees it has to accommodate, to meet customer needs.
These needs are taken into account first, when considering placement of its
associates.

How many employees do you have at your branch? What is your
perception of the number your employees who currently live
nearest to their work site (expected to be anecdotal or
speculative)? How do you define "near'' or ''far'' from the office
(miles and/or drive-time)?
The number of employees at each branch ranged from 12 to about 28, with
significant differences in overall drive time of employees. Most had relatively
short distance commut~s, with wide fluctuatons in time spent commuting.
Managers reported anecdotal information on their associates' commutes:
■

'We have about 13 or 14 people, and probably 70% of them work within 15
minutes of this branch, including time spent in traffic. Proximity to downtown
has an influence on getting into work, but even then it's not too bad. Only
three people are really commuting anything over 20 minutes."

■

"Of the 12 people we have at this branch, only one person really commutes a
long distance, but she says it's because ste likes the team here. Her
commute is probably 10 miles, which takes about 35 to 40 minutes, with
traffic. Probably, 95% of the people at this location have a commute that's
within a five-mile radius of the branch."

■

'We have eight people working here, am I know that 50% of them live ve,y
close to the office. The other four like to work at this branch because of the
clientele. They're willing to drive the distance, because of the customer base.
I think it's easier to make sales, but it's also a nice ndghborhood and maybe · a better environment than where they live. Among those employees, a few
commute from North Tampa, which might be only 15 or 20 minutes if traffic is
light, but if you try to drive that at 7:30 in the morning, it could take you 45
minutes to an hour.
11

■

'We have 13 people, eight of whom are tellers. At least 60% of them live ve,y
close to this office; I know this from talking to them firsthand.''
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■

"Our location has 28 employees, and maybe 50% of them live right in the
area. The other half lives more than 10 miles away from the branch. Of
those, one lives in Zephyrhills, one in Dade City, and one in Apollo Beach, all
of whom are driving at least 45 minutes each way, every day.
11

■

''At this banking center, we have about 23 people. lt'shard to say how many
live nearby, because I have only been at this branch a few months. At my
previous location, I know we had a few full-time tellers who lived pretty far
away- at least 15 miles- but they didnY: want to leave our branch, because
they liked the management and their team. One woman passed another
Bank of America on her way into the office, but she didnY: want to relocate and
leave the branch, the management, and her customers.
11

■

'We have 11 people in this office, and the entire staff VIDrks within a fiv£rmile
radius. The typical commute is about 15 minutes, but the longest is about 40
minutes, due to traffic. That drive is still within the fivemile radius, so you can
see that traffic is a huge factor, even with short distances. For bis branch,
you cant get any closer to home, but the commute still takes a while,
depending on what time youre driving.
11

■

"Of the 15 people in this branch, about 65% live within about a 15 minute
drive. One associate has a drive of more than 30 minutes, but coming to this
location was a promotion for him, so he moved.
11

Do you feel that reducing unnecessary long-distance commutes
would be of benefit to the bank and to the employees? If so, how?
Virtually all of the branch managers responded affirmativev to this question,
recognizing the improvements in quality of life of the employee, and the residual
benefits that would accrue to the bank as a result.

Relationship Building
Some managers felt that when an associated lived closer to his or her home, it
was easier to build relationships within one's community. This was seen to
extend positively to the nature of relationships that could be developed and
fostered with customers and a local clientele. When an associate lived and
worked in the same community, the increased involvements they would have in
their church, in community organizations, or in other social settings was perceived
to help them strengthen local business relationships.
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Personal Satisfaction
Proximate commuting was seen to benefit the employee, by enabling them to
spend less time in traffic commuting to and from work, which would allow them
more time at home, with more time available to spend with family members.
Managers recognized that less stressed employees improved their client
interactions, allowing them to become more focused on customer service.
"People would be fresher when they got to work, and the customers would benefit
from this. Of course, so would the Bank.
11
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Giving employees this opportunity to spend more of their non-work time on other
personal obligations was also seen as a way to help improve morale and
employee satisfaction, and reduce turnover. "Employee satisfaction, which relates
directly to retention, is very high on the bank's list. Commuting time or distance
can be a big factor in being able to retain people.,,

Better Attendance
Others saw the benefits extending to the Bank, through a more consistent
presence at the office. "I expect we'd get better attendance at work, with fewer
people running late. Or, if ttey have to leave during the day for a doctor's
appointment, they'd be out of the office for a shorter period of time. Most people
choose doctors close to home, not the office. The same is true for their daycare
or child's school.,,

Economic Benefits
The financial savings were also identified, such as reduced wear and tear on the
vehicle, less money spent on gas and other automobile expenses, and possibly a
reduction in car-insurance rates.

Differing Opinions
Some of the respondents raised issues that challenged the preceding identified
benefits. One manager stated that he felt the program served the associate only,
and not the bank. '7he only benefit would be to the associate, and that would be
the peace of mind, knowing they don Yhave that far to gq and that they can
spend more time with family. That's the only benefit.,,
Another stated that this program could actually hinder the Bank, if it were
instituted as a policy, and not as a voluntary program with optional participation.
"Under this system, if they made it a policy, it seems they would look at placing
the individual based on where they live, instead of where they would fit best in the
company. That would not be in the best interest of the bank. The other issue is
advancement. If there wEYe an available position in South Tampa, but the
employee lived across town, would the company suggest that the associate
couldn Ytake the promotion? That would be unfair. It should be up to the
employee to decide - you have to give people a choice.,,

What characteristics might define the ideal eligible employee, or
the one most likely to want to participate?
Most managers indicated they thought working mothers and students would be
the most ideal employee to participate in proximate commuting, because they
were perceived as wanting to be closer to home for their children, or for
educational purposes. Bank tellers were also seen as the most probable, both
because they experience high turnover, and because their job descriptions are
more easily compatible.
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Personal Characteristics
On the issue of personality characteristics, a few managers indicated that
someone who is more of a risk-taker and someone who is outgoing would be
more inclined to participate. People who inherently do not enjoy change wouH
not be likely to express interest in the program.

Performance-Based Criteria
Some felt that eligibility could be based on tenure, or length of service. Others
felt that eligible employees would have to have demonstrated past-performance,
and should be deemed quality employees.

Eligible Positions
The common perspective was that, "employees who are in higher positions don Y
really mind the commute, because they're being compensated well anyway. It
might improve the retention rate of lower income ass:,ciates though, because they would also save on gas and save more money overall.
11

Personal bankers (loan-officers) who have a strong customer-orientation and who
have longer standing relationships with their clientele would not be ideal
candidates for relocation. '7hey also have greater financial incentives at their
disposal, and might be less interested.
11

However, others felt that proximate commuting should not be limited to tellers, but
should be offered to anyone in the company. One manager identifed four
classes of eligible employees: teller (and teller coordinator); persona~banker
(loan officer); customer service and related positions (manager and specialist);
and branch manager.
"People get promoted, products change, banking centers open and dose, and
change is inevitable, so there's always going to be something new and different.
To think that management or anotherjob title would make you ineligible off the
cuff would really be limiting growth opportunities- both for the employee and for
the Bank as a whole. There is always going to be that learning cuNe, including
your new customer base, but you have to be responsive to change, and so
everyone would be eligible really.
11

Summary
The primary consensus was that for ajob relocation to be successful, it had to be
a good fit, all around: personality, skil~level, past-performance, desire for change,
interest in the available job description and schedule, and the ability to mesh well
with the new team environment. Bank tellers were perceived to hate the most
interchangeable job description, although some managers advocated leaving the
benefit open to whoever was able to do it.
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What are the characteristics that would render an employee
ineligible, or less likely to want to participate?
There were few clear-cut identifiers that would make an employee ineligible to
participate in a proximate commuting program; the main sentiments were more
that the company had unique job descriptions, some of which did not lend
themselves to simple relocations. "Certain posftions arenY in certain branches
(smaller locations), so a person wouldnY always be able to do the same job and
live closer to home.,,
The program was deemed to be less apt to work for managers, although some
respondents indicated that if a manager were interested and willing to transfer
either to a larger or smaller banking center, they should have the option. Other
interviewees felt that making eligibility determinations based on salary range
would help to identify who should not participate "It could be based on pa}'-scale;
the higherjob codes are already being compensated to commute to where
they're needed. If you're being paid well to do the job, you should have to do it
wherever you're being paid to do it."

What organizational characteristics exist that would make this
program likely to be launched and promoted?
Almost universally, respondents indicated that the Bank of America is a very pro
family corporation, and any initiatives that help to balance home and family life
with work would be seen as positive. One of the company's primary goals is to
ensure employee-satisfaction, and any programs that would facilitate this were
deemed as more likely than not to be launched and promoted. Most managers
acknowledged that the Bank has a stra,g orientation toward reinvesting in its
associates.
"The corporate culture is very high on trying to retain, and trying to satisfy both
employees and its customers. If you can make the associate happier because
they're closer to home- I think the company would recognize this as one way to
help achieve its goals."
The company has periodically conducted surveys on employee satisfaction, and
offering the proximate commuting program as a benefit was perceived by most
managers as another way that the Bank a:>Uld illustrate to employees that it
values its associates' personal welJ-being. "It would be another way for the
company to illustrate to the employees that the bank cares about them. Bank of . - . •
America is very concerned about work life. It was just identfied among the top
100 companies as the best in its class, by Working Mother Magazine.,,
The diversity of the Bank was viewed as being a very positive characteristic. Its
diversity was identified in terms of the race, sex, gender, and marital status ofits
employees, but also the manner in which the Bank recognizes the personal
needs of its different associates. 'They take into account the need you may have
for taking care of a family member, the need to rear children., the demands of
being a single parent. .. even such things like, 'Are you afraid to drive into
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downtown?' ... anything. The company takes all of these things into account and
tries to work with its employees to get the best fit."

What organizational characteristics exist, that might prevent this
type of program from being offered?
Very few organizational characteristics were identified that would hinder the
corporation from launching or promoting this type of program. The fact that the
Bank regularly posts available openings on their intranet aid allows employees to
request relocations, seemed to demonstrate this to most managers.
I

"I cant think of any reason they wouldnf want to do it. This type of feature would
be another benefit that the company already offers to employees- like stock
options or assistance with home purchases- these are all advantages to any
employee. This would be seen as one more item in the range of benefits."
However, some managers stated that there were issues to be overcome, before
the Bank would pursue it. One issue was that fear of imbalance among
associates or perceived difficulties about implementing the program equally, may
hinder the Bank from moving forward with proximate commuting. "If people want
to leave one banking center to get closer to home, that thesame number of
people would have to be available to fill in the gaps at that migrating bank."
Another manager suggested that if proximate commuting were not readily
embraced, or if only a small number of associates participated in it, the company
would be most likely to cancel the program. This could create a negative
sentiment, associating this benefit as one in a line of various programs that
reaches the cutting-room floor, and could exacerbate the occasional instability
that permeates the banking ind.Jstry these days.

"Many programs are introduced at different times, some are implemented and go
away immediately- this would need to be looked at, as to its degree of
importance, and it would need to be couched as something more than a flavoFofthe-day."
This manager couldn't assert that the Bank would reject it, or that the Bank would
fail to launch or promote, but he did indicate that there would have to be an
awareness campaign, to make associates aware that it's a voluntary option.
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Employee Commute Data
Analysis of Travel Times and Distance

Methodology
The data transmitted to CUTR by the Bank of America was used to calculate the
travel distances of Bank of America employees. The calculation was based on
the driving distance from the home to the bank branch. Bank of America supplied
CUTR researchers with the addresses of each of the employees working in
Hillsborough County, Florida; this information included the bank branch
assignment of each employee. Additionally, the address of each Hillsborough
County bank branch was provided.
The address information of the employees and banks were imported into a
geographic information systems (GIS) and geo-coded, which is the process of
assigning spatial characteristics to data. The geo-coding process was performed
with Maplnfo's MapMarker geo-coding software. After cleaning and formatting
the data into a compatible format, there was a one hundred percent match rate
with the employees and banks. This software converted the data into a spatial
format that can be analyzed with a GIS.
The data was converted so that ESRl's ArcView 3.2 was able to read and
perform the analysis. An extension, or add-on to the software was utilized to
complete the tasks. ArcView's Network Analyst was used to calculate the
distance for each worker to her respective bank. Additional data was used to
perform the analysis. The network, or streets that were used were converted into ·a compatible format for ArcView to use. The data was from the U.S. Census
TIGER files. Additionally, the data was converted into a projection different than
the TIGER files. The files were re-projected using the same projection Florida's
DOT uses, Universal Transmercator Zone 17N (UTM 17N)
With ArcView's Network Analyst extension, the travel distances for each
employee to his or her respective bank were calculated. Using the closest facility
function, the network analyst was able to calculate the shortest path for each
employee to his or her bank; giving the daily vehicle miles traveled (DVMT). This
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process was repeated for each bank with greater than 1O employees, a total of
thirteen banks. From these calculations, researchers are able to identify the
commute distance for each employee and the average commute distance for the
bank. The results of these calculations are covered in the next section.
Alternative commute distances were calculated for employees with a commute
distance greater than 10 miles. For each of these employees, up to three bank
branches with shorter commutes were identified and the distances recorded.
Some of the employees examined, had multiple alternative banks while others
·were commuting to the dosest bank already. The results of each of those
calculations are covered in the next section.

Average Aggregate Travel Times
From the data provided by the Bank of America, there are 380 employees and 29
banks. For the purposes of this project only banks that had more than 1O
employees were examined. There were thirteen banks that had over 10
employees that constituted 229 of the employees. Additionally, only employees
with commute distances greater than 10 miles were considered for alternative
bank sites. The commute distances for each of the employees, the average
commute distance, and the daily vehicle miles taveled (round trip) for each of
those banks were calculated.
Of the 13 bank branches examined, all but one have an average commute
distance of over 5 miles. The individual breakout of the commute distances will
follow. Table 5-1 contains the average commute distances for each bank; the
longest and shortest commutes as well as the total employees that commute
longer than 1O miles for that bank. Overall the average commute distance for the
employees for the 13 banks are 6.6 miles and the average dailyvehicle miles
traveled is 229 miles. Additionally, 45 of the 229 employees commuted more
than 1O miles.
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Six out of ten employees commuting to the Downtown Tampa branch pass at least one other Bank of
America branch location on their way to the downtown branch.

Potential for Travel Reductions
Many of the employees currently commuting to their selected branch pass one or
more Bank of America branches on their way to work. For example, one
employee commuting to a branch location may pass four alternate bank sites;
another may pass three before arriving to the downtown location. This illustrates
the potential for these employees to choose a closer bank than their chosen work
site, potentially reducing their time spent in transit as v.ell as cutting their costs to
commute.
A review of each of the examined banks reveals the potential savings and the
current commute conditions for each bank. An individual analysis for each bank
with its current commute patterns and it potential savings wth a proximate
commuting program follows. Map 5-1 illustrates the distribution of the examined
bank branches.

Carrollwood Village Branch
Carrollwood Village currently employs 13 bank tellers with an average commute
distance of 6.25 miles and total \JMT of 162.6 miles. Two employees commute
over ten miles, identified as employees 12 and 13 in Map 5-2. Alternative bank
branches were examined for each of those two employees. There was only one
bank branch with a shorter commute distance for employee 12. This alternative
branch offered a shorter trip by over 2 miles, with a commute distance of 8.69
miles. Employee 13, with a commute of 11.2 miles had multiple alternative
branches. Three of the closest branches were considered. The alternative
branches were as close as ¾ mile and as far as 6.3 miles. That is a potential
savings of over 10 miles and as little as 4.87 miles. This bank can reduce the
average commute distance from its current 6.25 miles to between 5.30 miles and
5.73 miles, a savings between about 1 (0.95) and½ (0.52) miles. Respective of
alternative banks 1, 2, and 3, total VMT would be 139 miles, 147 miles, and 153
miles, creating potential VMT savings of 25 miles, 16 miles, and 10 miles.
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Carrollwood Branch
The Carrollwood Branch currently employs 22 bank tellers with total VMT at 248
miles and an average commute of 5.64 miles, the forth lowest commuting
average. The Carrollwood branch employs two tellers with a commute of over
10 miles, identified as employees 21 and 22 in Map 5-3. There were several
alternative bank branches to commute to for each of the employees. Employee
21 with a commute distance of 10.5 miles had three closer banks to commute to.
These banks shortened the commute distance by almost one-half, with commute
distances of 5.1, 5.3, and 5.4 miles creating a savings between 5.50 miles and
5.20 miles. Employee 22 with commute distance of 13.69 miles had two
alternative banks, with alternative commute distances of 9.51 miles and 9.73
miles, a savings of 4.18 miles and 3.96 miles. This bank can reduce the average
commute distances from its current 5.64 miles to between 5.2 to 5.41 miles, a
savings between less than ½ to ¼ of a mile. Respective of alternative banks 1, 2,
and 3, total VMT would be 229 miles, 230 miles, and 238 miles, creating potential
VMT savings of 19 miles, 18 miles, and 10 miles.

Downtown Tampa Branch
The Downtown Tampa Bank Branch is located in the heart of the central business
district of the City of Tampa. There are 12 bank tellers employed at the
Downtown branch. Nearly half of the employees commute over 10 miles, and the
average commute is 9.07 miles, making the Downtown Tampa Branch the
highest average commute distance of any of its banks. Total VMT for all
employees is 222 miles. Employees 7,8, 9, 10, and 11 all have banks that are
closer than their current bank assignment (Map 5-4 ). Since this bank has the
worst average commuting distance it has the greatest potential for savings.
Employee 7, with a commute distance ci 10.15 miles lives within one mile of two
separate banks, 0.25 and 0.97 miles. Table 5-4 illustrates the alternative bank
distances for each of the employees. This bank has an opportunity to reduce its
average commute distance from it current 9.25 miles to between 5.72 to 6.53
miles, a savings between 3.53 and 2.72 miles. Respective of alternative banks 1,
2, and 3, total VMT would be 137 miles, 143 miles, and 157 miles, creating
potential VMT savings of 85 miles, 79 miles, and 65 miles.
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Average

9.07

5.72

5.97

6.53

East Fowler Avenue Branch
The East Fowler Avenue branch is located near the University of South Florida
Tampa campus and is located in northern Hillsborough County. There are 15
bank tellers employed at the East Fowler branch. The average commute
distance for the employees is 6.45 miles, with total VMT at 194 miles. There are
three bank tellers with commute distances over ten miles, employees 13, 14 and
15 (Map 5-5). Each of these tellers have multiple shorter alternative commutes
available and are illustrated in Table 5-5. Employee 13 with a commute distance
of 11 miles passes at least three banks on her commute, providing her with
commute alternatives that give her a potential savings between 2.9 and 2 miles.
Employee 14 with nearly a thirteen-mile commute passes three banks. The
alternative bank locations can be found in Table 5-5. This teller has a potential
commute reduction of between 3.66 and 3.18 miles. Employee 15, with a
commute of 16. 74 miles has three alternative banks to commute to. The poter\ial
savings is significant, 3.94 to 4.98 miles. The total commute distance is still
greater than 10 miles, 11.75 to 12.79 miles. Overall, the bank can reduce the
average commute distance by between 0.35 miles and 0.44 miles. Respective of
alternative banks 1, 2, and 3, total VMT would be 170 miles, 172 miles, and 175
miles, creating potential VMT savings of 23 miles, 21 miles, and 18 miles.

Average

East Hillsborough Branch
The East Hillsborough branch employs 21 bank tellers. It has the second largest
number of tellers in Hillsborough County. The average commute distance for the
branch is 5.99 miles and total VMT is 251 miles. However, there are two
employees commuting longer than 10 miles, identified as employees 20 and 21
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(Map 5-6). Both of these employees pass at least three different banks on their
current commute. However, because of the remote home location of these two
employees, commute distances less than 10 miles are not an alternative.
Nonetheless, considerable savings opportunities for the three bank tellers exist.
Employee 20, with the shorter commute of 16 miles has potential savings from
4.5 miles to nearly 6.5 miles. While employee 21, with a commute distance of 24
miles, is only able to decrease the commute distance between 16.14miles and
17.83 miles. This employee was able to significantly improve commute distance
by 6.3 miles up to 8.4 miles. Respective of alternative banks 1, 2, and 3, total
VMT would be 222 miles, 225 miles, and 230 miles, creating potential VMT
savings of 29 miles, 26 miles, and 22 miles.

Branch Average

5.99

5.30

5.37

5.47

Florida-Bearss Branch
The Florida-Bearss branch employs 18 bank tellers. The bank's tellers have an
average commute distance of 7.26 miles, with total VMT at 261 miles. Five of the
tellers have a commute distance of 10 miles or greater, ranging from 10 miles to a
little over 13.5 miles (Map 5-7). Employee 18, with a commute distance of 13.5
miles has the most significant savings opportunity. This employee has an
alternative bank less than a mile away from his home, a savings opportunity of
12.5 miles. The two other alternative banks provide a savings opportunity of 10.5
miles and 8.7 miles. This employee has multiple other alternative banks, but the
scope of this study did not examine all alternative-banking sites. A greater
potential savings opportunity exists if all of the alternatives are considered.
Employee 17, with a commute distance of 12.5 miles, has the potential for
reducing her commute by between 9.5 and 8.2 miles. This is the second highest
potential commute savings among this branch. Overall the bank has the potential
opportunity of reducing its average commute distance by between 1.8 and 1.3
miles. Respective of alternative banks 1, 2, and 3, total VMT would be 195 miles,
201 miles, and 215 miles, creating potential VMT savings of 67 miles, 61 miles,
and 47 miles.
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Hanely Road Branch
The Hanely Road branch employs 15 bank tellers and is located in northwest
Hillsborough County. There is one important note for the calculations for this
map. There was one employee for whom the commute distances were not fully
calculated. For this employee, the street network was not complete enough to
perform an accurate driving distance calculation; it reflects a shorter distance.
The average commute distance for this bank is 5.14 miles, with total VMT at 154
miles. Of the banks examined, the Hanely Road branch has the second shortest
commute distance. Three of the tellers have a commute distance longer than 1O
miles (Map 5-8). The teller with the longest cOTimute travels 13.8 miles and
travels from an adjacent county, Pinellas. Bank of America banks in Pinellas
County were not considered for this project. As a consequence, this teller has
only two banks that have a closer commute alternative. Nonetheless.the teller
has a potential savings opportunity between 5.1 and 4.1 miles. Employee 14 has
a commute distance of 11.9 miles and has a potential savings opportunity
between 9.2 and 6.8 miles. The 9.1 miles represent the greatest savings among
the Hanely Road tellers. The potential savings for each of these three tellers
ranges from 1.4 miles up to 9.2 miles. This bank's low average commute
distance resulted in a lower average commute saving. The potential average
commute savings range from 0.5 miles up to 1.3 miles. Although this potential
saving is low, the bank is already performing better than most of the banks.
Respective of alternative banks 1, 2, and 3, total VMT would be 116 miles, 127
miles, and 111 miles, creating potential VMT savings of 38miles, 27 miles, and
43 miles.

Average

Hillsborough - Himes Branch

The Hillsborough - Himes branch employs 20 bank tellers and has an average
commute distance of 5.39 miles and a total VMT of 216 miles. There are only
two tellers that commute longer than 10 miles (Map 5-9). The Hillsborough Himes branch has a lower commute distance for a bank its size. Commuting
reductions exist for two employees, with potential reductions ranging from 3.1
miles to 11.1 miles. Employee 20, with a commute distance of 15.8 miles, has
significant reduction opportunities available. There are 6 closer banks for this
teller to commute to. Again, the scope of this project examines only three of the
closest banks. These three banks offer a potential savings between 11.1 and7.8
miles. Employee 19 may potentially reduce her commute distance between 3.1
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and 5.9 miles. With these reductions, the potential reduction in the average
commute distance is from .55 miles to .84 miles, with a total average commute
distance between 4.5 miles to 4.8 miles. Respective of alternative banks 1, 2,
and 3, total VMT would be 181 miles, 186 miles, and 194 miles, creating potential
VMT savings of 34 miles, 30 miles, and 22 miles. Again, because this branch
has such a good average commute distance, the savings are lower than most.

Average

North Florida Branch
The North Florida branch employs 11 bank tellers with an average commute
distance of 6.35 miles and total VMT at 140 miles. Two employees have a
commute distance of over 10 miles, 10.68 rriles and 15.97 miles (Map 5-10).
These two employees have a potential savings between 3.6 miles and 8.6 miles'.
The employee with a commute distance of 10.68 miles has significant potential
improvements, with reductions ranging from 6.2 miles up to 8.6 mies. The
average commute distance for the alternative banks ranges from 5.2 miles to
5.46 miles, a potential reduction of 1.2 miles to .89 miles. Respective of
alternative banks 1, 2, and 3, total VMT would be 114 miles, 118 miles, and 120
miles, creating potential VMT savings of 26 miles, 22 miles, and 20 miles.

Average

6.35

5.18

5.37

5.46

Temple Terrace Branch
The Temple Terrace branch employs 27 bank tellers and has an average
commute distance of 7.94 miles and total VMT at 429 miles. The bank employs 7
employees with commute distances longer than 10 miles (Map 5-11 ). However,
four of the seven are already commuting to the bank closest to their home. The
remaining three tellers have significant reduction opportunities, ranging from 6.8
miles up to 12.2 miles. These pdential savings impact the average commute
distance of this branch by reducing the commute by 0.83 miles and 1.23 miles.
The overall average for the bank based on these reductions ranges from 6.71
miles to 7.11 miles. Respective of alternative banks 1, 2 and 3, total VMT would
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be 362 miles, 373 miles, and 384 miles, creating potential VMT savings of 66
miles, 56 miles, and 45 miles.

6.90

Average

7.11

. Town and Country Branch

The Town and Country branch employs 21 bank tellers with an average commute
distance of 6.44 miles and total VMT at 270 miles. Four of the Town and Country
tellers have a commute distance of over 10 miles, 10.79, 14.71, 14.95, 17.04
miles (Map 5-12). Two of the four employees have a significant opportunity to
decrease their commute distance. Employees 19 and 20 have the potential of
savings between 8.54 miles and 13.56 miles. The other two employees,
employee 18 and 21 have fewer opportunities for commute savings. The
potential savings for these two employees range from 1.3 miles to 2.26miles.
The overall potential average commute savings range from 0.94 miles to 1.36
miles, resulting in the average commute distance ranging between 5.08 miles to
5.49 miles. Respective of alternative banks 1, 2, and 3, total VMT would be 213
miles, 222 miles, and 197 miles, creating potential VMT savings of 57 miles, 48

5.29

Average

5.49

miles, and 74 miles.

Westshore Branch
The Westshore branch employs 20 bank tellers with an average commute
distance of 8.76 miles and total VMT at 351 miles. There are seven employees
with a commute distance of over 10 miles including one with a commute distance
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of over 23 miles (Map 5-13). All seven of the employees have a significant
opportunity for a reduction in their commute distance. The individual potential
savings range from 5.2 miles up to 11.3 miles. Additionally, the average
commute distance for the bank branch has a potential reduction between 2.8
miles and 3.55 miles, with the branches average ranging between 5.21 miles and
5.95 miles. Respective of alternative banks 1, 2, and 3, total VMT would be 208
miles, 218 miles, and 211 miles, creating potential VMT savings of 142 miles, 133
miles, and 140 miles. These reductions represent some of the larger savings.

Average

8.76

5.21

5.45
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Further Considerations
Employer Considerations for Program Development
Based on the qualitative interviews conducted with various Bank of America
branch managers, and drawing on efforts undertaken in Washington State and
Detroit, Michigan, the following section outlines various recommendations that the
Bank of America, or any similar employer, might consider when developing a
proximate commuting program for their employees.

Program Launch
The Bank of America has developed a corporate culture that places high value on
employee satisfaction and retention of existing associates. It is within this culture
that the Bank has developed and launched various programs to enhance the lives
of its employees and the communities in which they live: programs to encourage
associates to spend time tutoring youth in local schools, programs to assist
individuals with home-buying, and community-oriented charitable projects in
which associates are encouraged to participate. The Bank strives to provide a
working environment that offers balance between an associate's professional and
personal lives, while sustaining a high degree of employee and customer
satisfaction.
It is within and because of this culture that a proximate commuting program
launch would likely take hold. By developing and launching a voluntary program
of branch-relocations to associates whose commute distances are greater than
1O miles or 20 minutes one-way, the Bank would provide its employees an
additional benefit. Based on the feedback from branch managers, a voluntary
program would likely be perceived positively by all Bank of America employees,
regardless of whether they were among the associates choosing to relocate.
Merely offering a program such as proximate commuting is likely to be deemed a
proactive corporate decision, and seen as affirming of the Bank's commitment to
retaining a satisfied team of associates.
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Setting Program Expectations
For a proximate commuting program to take hold and be considered a worthy
program by Bank of America corporate offices, the program would need to
generate tangible benefits which could be realized in a short period of time- six
months to one year. Generating a substantial percentage of interest and
corresponding enrollment in the program, would be requisite. Estimations of
needed enrollment may vary from 25% of employees at one branch, to 80% of
employees throughout the company, although the percentage of participation
should be based on the total number of interested parties enrolled in the program.
The inherent difficulty in setting such high expectationsfor participation and
results, however, is that many employees may not currently experience a
commute distance or travel time that is sufficiently objectionable to warrant
relocating to a new work environment. Therefore, Bank of America would be
well-advised to set its expectations for measurable results from aproximate
commuting program relatively low and value instead the degree of interest
expressed by employees (and not enrollment) as an indicator of the program's
success. An employee transportation survey is also recommended to ascertain
a preliminary degree of interest among associates. Q

Measuring Program Implementation
As just described, the degree to which employees would choose to participate in
a program will likely be based on many factors- one of which is: actual commute
distances reduced through relocation.
Hillsborough County, Florida has a population of nearly one million residents,
contained within approximately 1,000 square miles, and distributed at an average
of 950 people per square mile. The typical commuter travels an estimated 16
miles one way, in approximately 25.6 minutes, according to a Florida Department
of Transportation model. For many commuters, this level of driving may be
considered a reasonable or expected component of the job. They may be
sufficiently satisfied with their internal work environment not to seek alternative
work locations to remove only a few minutes from their commute. This may be
particularly true for commuters living at a distance of greater than 1) miles from
their work location who would well expect to make a 15-25 minute drive.
However, it is the population of employees living further than 10 miles from the
office for whom proximate commuting would likely generate the greatest
reduction in vehide miles traveled. Targeting this population within each bank
may produce the highest return in the effort to mitigate traffic congestion. In local
bank branches, this number is relatively small. Consequently, basing the
program's success on the elimination of vehicle miles traveled could position the
Bank to experience dashed expectations. A better measure of the program's
efficacy may be in measuring the number of participants choosing to use a
proximate commuting program, out of the total number of eligible employees with
a current commute of greater than 10 miles.
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Measuring program success by tracking minutes of travel time reduced may be
another option. In some branches, employees may endure a 25-minute travel
time, even when their home locations are within a 5-mile radius of their office. In
such cases, it's doubtful that a secondary branch location could be identified that
would be geographically nearer to the employee's home address than the branch
to which they are currently assigned. In such situations, minutes of travel delay
might still be avoi_ded, if the associate is reassigned to a branch location further
from his or her home, but one that is located in a direction against the flow of
traffic. This action would likely fall under an effa1 to allow job-swapping, and
perhaps not regarded as formal proximate commuting.

Eligibility
If Bank of America were to begin offering proximate commuting, the program
should be made available to all bank employees. Although the number and/or
percentage of Bank associates who would take advantage of this program would
likely be small, it would be in the Bank's best interest to offer the benefit to all it
employs. However, this does not preclude the Bank from establishhg relocation
criteria.
Setting the standards for enrollment in proximate commuting would be no
different from the thresholds established before one may contribute to a
retirement account or choose a health-care provider. Similarly, the Bank would
likely want to consider carefully the terms under which an employee could enroll
in this type of commute-reduction program. Some criteria for deliberation are as
follows:
■

Employees with greater than a 10-mile one-way commute to work;

■

Employees whose cuffent commute is greater than 25 minutes, on average;

■

Employees who currently work at least 20 hours per week;

■

Employees who have received satisfactory or better on all performancebased evaluations (in the last 12 month period);

■

Employees not directly responsible for the management of more than
(variable) 3 associates;

■

Employees who share an opposite commute with an associate at an alternate
branch who meets the relocation criteria and wishes to job-swap.

For the sake of monitoring the effectiveness of the program from a public relations
perspective, the Bank of America would be encouraged to d9cument the current
and proposed reduced travel times and commute distances of all employees
choosing to enroll in the program. A company that strives to mitigate regional
traffic congestion and improve tte quality of the environment and air would
certainly win positive public recognition by documenting and promoting such
achievements.
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Mutually Shared Benefits
There is a positive relationship expected between the benefits accruing to the
Bank of America and the benefits experienced by associates who choose to
enroll.
One of the Bank's primary goals is the retention of existing associates and the
preservation of a satisfied workforce. Offering an incentive program than enables
interested and eligible employees to reduce both commute time and distance
would provide those employees with increased personal time to spend of their
own choosing.
The fiscal savings associated with shorter commutes, such as decreased vehicle
wear and tear, and lower gasoline or other automobile expenditures, would also
provide associates with a direct financial gain.
Having additional free time to spend with family or other personal interests, and
spending less time in traffic, are both assumed to help reduce stress and its
related effects on employees. The residual effects on the Bank are employees
who are more relaxed, refreshed, and better equipped to render quality customer
service to the Bank's clientele. Furthermore, a more satisfied employment base
is positively correlated to a reduction in turnover, which will in turn create
additional financial savings to the Bank of America.
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Recommendations to Commuter Assistance Programs
Based on the literature review and information gathered during interviews with Bank of
America branch managers, commuter assistance programs (CAPs) will need to be
prepared to address the management concerns and employee needs if the CAP intends to
encourage employers to establish a proximate commuting program . CAPs should consider
the following issues in the development of employer outreach materials and training prior to
initiating an effort to promote proximate commuting .

1. CAPs must know how to calculate the benefits to business (e.g., estimating the cost
of turnover to a company) in order to make the business case for proximate
commuting (and many other transportation demand management (TOM) strategies.
The costs of implementing a commuting plan may be perceived by businesses as
outweighing the benefits. As also concluded in the Key Bank project, employers need
clear-cut evidence of the fiscal savings.
2. CAPs should anticipate the objections of managers that will be raised about
proximate commuting and emphasize the positive aspects. These objections should
be addressed as part of the marketing materials and the training of outreach staff.
Some managers may view the current situation (distribution of employees to
branches not closest to their homes and longer commute trips) as a positive for the
employee (e.g ., time and cost savings) and the company (e.g., reduced turnover and
work-life friendly company image). However, commuting is often necessary to ensure
customer satisfaction; employees have different skill sets and must travel to the
location where their skills are needed most. Furthermore, proximate commuting may
disrupt customer relationships in the short-term. Many customers enjoy a sense of
familiarity with employees at the businesses they frequent. These relationships,
which were often fostered over a period of several years, would be disrupted as
employees were transferred to other locations.
3. CAPs should delineate the steps for employers and allow for sufficient time for
employers to secure approvals and provide employee location data. The
implementation of a proximate commuting program is perceived to be complicated
and time consuming by managers. In general, approvals and communication
channels for employers with branch offices are likely to take more time to secure
cooperation than single location employers. Proximate commuting requires a multisite employer and, therefore, may require longer lead-time to establish than other
TOM programs. However, the benefits in terms of vehicle miles of travel reduced
may last longer, too. National research reports, for example, that the average duration
of a carpool is about two years. The assumption is that employees who end up with
a shorter commute distance may continue for longer periods.
4. CAPs should make more use of its GIS capabilities or obtain the services from others
to conduct the proximate commuting analysis. Businesses may want a GIS map and
analysis of their workforce for a variety of reasons. By filling this need, CAPs could
gain entry into that business for other TOM products and services.
5. CAPs should position proximate commuting as a complement and supplement to
other trip reduction strategies such as transit benefits, compressed work weeks, and
telecommuting where all employees are not eligible. Managers are concerned with
equity issues. For example, if demand for the proximate commuting program were to
exceed the available positions for relocation, potential difficulties might arise in the
selection process.
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6. CAPs should not overestimate the impact of a proximate commuting program q,
assuming that every employee who is eligible to participate will want a shorter
commute trip.
a. Upward mobility may depend upon an employee's ability to travel to other
branches, as compensation is often based on customer volume, which varies
between different branches. To employees, money savedon commuting
·may not be worth the loss in financial incentives and income potential.
b. Many employees enjoy their work environment and colleagues and would be
disappointed in the prospect of relocating to a different branch.
c. Employees may have a desire to keep their work and private lives separate.
By living further from work, the chance of encountering customers outside of
work is reduced.
d. Some employees may actually enjoy the commute as a period of transition to
and from work.
e. Short trip distances might not always mean quicker commute trips (flow in the
non-peak direction may be quicker).
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Map 5-2
Carrollwood Village Bank of America Branch
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Map 5-3
Carrollwood Bank of America Branch
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Map 5-5
East Fowler Bank of America Branch
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Map 5-6
East Hillsborough Bank of America Branch
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Map 5-7
Florida-Bearrs Bank of America Branch
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Map 5-8
Hanely Road Bank of America Branch
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Map 5-11
Tempie Terrace Bank of America Branch
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Map 5-12
Town-n-Country Bank of America Branch
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Map 5-13
Westshore Bank of America Branch
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